Installation
instructions Marmoroc
wall cladding tiles
Read first

Important
on page 2.

Please contact us if you have any questions.
Telephone: +46 (0)221 36600 or via our website: marmoroc.se

Important
When you see a warning
sign, take extra care.

To think about before starting.

The tiles are to be
placed on a level
base and NOT
directly onto the
ground. Do NOT
stack several pallets
on top of each other.

Pallets must not
be lifted in slings
The cladding tile pallets are
covered with tarpaulin. The pallet
packaging as delivered does not
protect against damp.
Substantial moisture ingress
into packaged tiles can lead
to discolouration.

Read the following before starting to renovate
your façade.

20 mm

Always allow for a ca 20mm
ventilation gap between the upper
edge of the tiles at the top of the
façade to enable good ventilation.
To avoid discolouration of the
tiles, the ventilation gap between
the cladding and wall behind it
must not be sealed (fig 1).

Never affix other materials, building fittings to
a tile. Drill holes 3 mm larger than the diameter
of the bolts to affix to the wall behind.

Ensure water does not run down onto
the cladding from the roof or guttering.

Fig 1

Untreated copper plate can discolour the
cladding tiles. Façade vents and connecting
plates of copper are to be surface coated
(lacquered).

Where Marmoroc tiles meet other materials,
a joint piece of treated metal that is ca 30 mm
proud of the cladding surface is to be fitted
(fig 2).

Fig 2
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The use of installation profiles at the same
height and a smooth wall surface, not only
simplifies installation but also produces better
end results.
Read more under the heading Installation.
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Planning sheets for a number
of different pattern solutions and
planning requirements can be
ordered from Marmoroc.
Fire safety systems that satisfy
the requirements in the applicable
type approval assessment ETA
16/0847 and National Board of
Housing, Building and Planning
New build rules (NR) are shown
in separate drawings that can be
ordered from Marmoroc.

Hot work

FIRE RISK

•

must not be performed where there is
a clear fire risk, such as cutting metal
with an electric powered angle grinder
close to combustible or flammable
materials

•

use shielding blankets that are fireresistant

•

use insulation that is elastic and noncombustible

•

follow local fire authority requirements
for fire safety equipment in the
workplace concerned

Materials consumption
per 1 m2 Marmoroc®
For every m2 of Marmoroc wall cladding
(excluding openings), you will need the
following quantities of other materials:
1. Flange fixings, ca 2-2.5 Ipm
2. Mounting rails, ca 3.8 Ipm
3. Corner tiles, 1 pair/10 cm
(right and left resp.)
4. Corner tiles, 1 pair/10 cm/20 cm
(right and left resp.)
5. Ventilation profile, increases each
row by 5-10 cm/joint/2 m
6. Base profile if additional
installation is fitted, each row
is increased by 5 cm/metre
threshold (joint)
7. Marmoroc tiles, allow 3-5 %
extra for waste/cutting
8. Bolts/plugs ca 4-5/m2 wall area

Tools

For renovation work
Preparatory work

These are all the tools you need for
installation:
• ruler or tape measure
• tile cutter or angle grinder with tile
cutting disc
• coloured length of string
or bricklaying line
• levelling instrument
Other tools that can also be needed.

-

remove existing window and door linings

-

knock away loose render
on rendered façades

-

remove light fittings,
downpipes, window
ledges and anything else
that can impede cladding
installation.

Ensure water does not run
down onto the cladding from
the roof or guttering.
Extensive and concentrated
damp can discolour
Marmoroc cladding
Advice New cables for
electricity, TV aerial etc.,
can be run inside the
ventilation gap between
the old and new walls.
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Fixing of the studs
Building up to max 6 metre façade height and not exposed
to strong prevailing winds.

Insulation incl.
wind break

Fixing: galvanized bolts spaced max 80 cm apart.

Marmoroc tiles

• in timber wall - bolt with washer (6 mm Ø) that is
screwed at least 50 mm into a bearing element.

Existing
outside
wall

Fixing profiles

• in rendered stone wall- 100 mm bolts (expanding plug).
• for higher façade heights, consult Marmoroc or your
contractor for advice.

Fixing bolts
Marmoroc flange
fixing 70/95
Fixing bolts

Ventilation profiles
Base profiles

Determine the vertical positioning
of the Marmoroc tiles by temporarily
affixing a mounting profile next to
a window.
Decide on the best height with
respect to windows and base line.

The mounting profiles
are cut with tin snips
or cutting tools. Avoid
using an electric
angle grinder.
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FIRE RISK

Mark this height at each corner and
every 6 metres.
With the help of a length of coloured
sting or line laser, align all these
height markings.

Do not cut the tiles with a saw
blade in a damp location.
Brush away all sawdust from
the tiles. Sawdust can harden
and adhere to tiles causing
discolouration.
Wear safety goggles.
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Installation
Affix the first two mounting
profiles at the correct height from
both sides of the corner. Then fit
a right and left corner tile.

4.5 10 16

16 10 4.5

Fig 3

Check that the corner tiles meet
each other at the outer corner
and also reach the centre of the
mounting profiles. Then check
the horizontal level of a corner
tile with a spirit level.

Affix the rest of the mounting
profiles spaced 30 cm apart.
Affix additional profiles by
windows, doors, tiles cut to size
etc. (see also fig. 4 and 5).
The fixing points for the
mounting profiles must be no
more than 60 cm apart.
Then fit the two lowest rows
and check that the edges of the
tiles meet in the middle of the
mounting profiles.
Tiles cut to fit (P) should not
be shorter than 30 cm.
Then continue with new rows.
Start each row by fitting the
corner tiles.

30 + P/2
30 + P/2
P = 30 + D

+D
P/2 + P/2
Cut to fit (P)
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Cutting tiles to fit openings 1/2
Always allow for a ca 20mm
ventilation gap between the upper
edge of the tiles at the top of the
cladding to enable good
ventilation.

The simplest way to connect tiles
above door and window openings
is with a 2-part metal fixing strip
that can support a gap of 5-7 cm
between the bottom of the tile and
the top of the opening.

min 10°

A 2-part metal fixing strip is
mounted at the lower edge at
a decent angle (min 10° angle).

The ventilation gap between the
Marmoroc tiles and wall must NOT
be filled with insulation material or
sealed. The cladding is at risk of
discolouring.

Natural ventilation can be joined to air
gap ventilation behind the Marmoroc
cladding. The ventilation gap behind
the tiles will normally meet ventilation
requirements.
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Cutting tiles to fit openings 2/2
Alternative A, corner tiles. Affix a mounting profile to the side of
the opening, 5-10 cm from the corner and at the same height as
the other profiles. Cut the corner tiles to fit.
The illustration shows an example of supplementary insulation.

Existing wall

Marmoroc flange
fixing 70/95 for
insulation

The fixing
strips are
affixed to the
frame and
flange fixing.

Fixing profile
and Marmoroc

Fig 4

Alternative B, fixing strip. The tiles are cut 2-3 cm from the opening.
The fixing strip is affixed to the frame or casing with nails, bolts or pop
rivets. Finally join the connecting pieces in the corner with pop rivets.

Existing wall

Fixing strip
Fixing profile
and Marmoroc

Existing wall

Fixing strip
Fixing profile
and Marmoroc

Fig 5
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Installation together with supplementary
insulation
Insulation that does not have a wind proof finish, should be
complemented with fibre reinforced wind proof fabric. Overlap
and tape the joints to seal the fabric. Position the joints above
the studs.
Choose a flange fixing the same thickness as the insulation.
The studs are affixed horizontally and spaced max 60 cm apart.
Supplement at openings to affix mounting profiles. Check that
the new cladding is smooth and fill any holes with support pads
at fixing points.

Advice Choose insulation of good quality
and at least 7-10 cm thick for good energy
savings. The spacing between the studs
should be tailored to the type of insulation
and reduced by 5 mm if soft mineral wool
is used. Follow insulation manufacturer
installation instructions.

Connecting to sloping
surfaces can be done with:
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•

straight cuts

•

angle cut tiles
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Downpipes, lightweight light fittings and other
façade fittings
If fixing is to be done
without metal plates, drill
a hole in the tile 3 mm
larger than the thickness
of the fixing screw.

Fixings

Never affix to the tile.

Downpipe
brackets should
be pop riveted to
the fixing piece.

Cleaning and maintenance

1. If deposits appear after fitting Severely moisture
damaged tiles can, when they have dried, have a whitish
discolouration. Cleaning agents: Clean and polish or use
10 % vinegar and water.

5. Airborne pollutants. In most cases, façades
soiled by airborne dirt, smoke, exhaust fumes etc.,
can be cleaned as (1). Consult the manufacturer
before cleaning.
6. Fitting a new tile.

• press out the tiles above the damaged tile
2. Soil and mud. Brush the dry façade with a semi stiff
brush. If necessary, then rinse the tiles with lukewarm water,
brush and rinse again.

3. Paint and graffiti. Scrape the surface lightly once the
paint has dried. If the paint has penetrated the tiles, it will be
difficult to remove and replacing the tile(s) is recommended

• push in the locking clips (4)

4. Grease and oils. These are difficult to remove as the tiles
are porous. Consult a chemicals manufacturer or paint
retailer. We recommend replacing the tiles.

• press up and twist the tile outwards
• bend out the locking clips, fit the new tile
and adjust into position.
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